
Gut Upset?
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How to feed Canikur® 

Pro to your dog?
Canikur® Pro should be given twice daily 
in the feed or directly into the mouth. Weigh 
your dog and calculate the quantity of 
Canikur® Pro that should be given 
according to the dosage table below.

Canikur® Pro dosers are available in 15ml 
and 30ml sizes

BODYWEIGHT DOSAGE
10 kg or  less

11 - 25 kg
26 - 40 kg

More than 40 kg

Puppies & small dogs
Medium dogs
Large dogs
Very large dogs

2 ml tw ice daily
4 ml tw ice daily
6 ml tw ice daily
8 ml tw ice daily
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How can Canikur® Pro help?
Just as in humans, dogs can bene�t from 
probiotics to help maintain gut health. 
Canikur® Pro is specially formulated for dogs 
and contains three ingredients including both 
probiotics and prebiotics, that work together 
to support your dog’s gut function:

A probiotic – this consist of a “friendly” 
bacterial organism that help to recolonise 
your dog’s gut, replacing the “bad” bacteria 
that have invaded the gut. 
BioMos®-C – a prebiotic unique to 
Canikur® Pro, that works to help give the 
“good” bacteria every chance to �ourish. 
Montmorillonite – a special clay that 
binds toxins & viruses. Canikur® Pro can 
be given concurrently with any 
prescription medicines that your vet 
may recommend.1

Dogs will be dogs
Digestive upset (vomiting and diarrhoea) is one of 
the most common reasons for dog owners to visit 
the veterinarian, and is often related to dogs doing 
what they do best – eating things they shouldn’t.

Common causes of digestive upset1

Dietary indiscretions (eating things they shouldn’t) 
and scavenging are common in some breeds e.g. 
hunting dogs such as labradors or terriers

Stress due to a change in circumstances
 - Dogs in kennelling
 - Newly homed puppies
 - Surgery
 - Travel

Underlying gut problems

If you are concerned that your dog is 
currently experiencing digestive upset, 
you should consult your vet for advice.

While digestive upset can be an unpleasant experience for 
the whole family, with lots of stress and hard work involved 
in cleaning up the mess, there are things that can be done to 
help your dog’s recovery.

Highly Palatable Formulation
Most dogs love the tasty meat �avour and will eat the 
paste straight from the syringe. A few dogs may not 
eat Canikur® Pro spontaneously, but will take it in 
food. The amount of Canikur® Pro that you give will 
depend on your dog’s weight. Your vet will advise you 
on this.

How do I Give Canikur® Pro 
to my dog?
Canikur® Pro comes in a dial-a-dose syringe, 
making it really easy to give. The amount of 
Canikur® Pro that you give will depend on your 
dog’s weight. Simply move the dial along the syringe 
to the marker and depress the plunger to dispense 
the paste.

Please take care to move the dial so it sits TO THE RIGHT 
of the number that is correct for your dog (see pictures 
below which show how to dial a dose of 10ml)


